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Integration Overview 

 Explain the Oracle Retail solution footprint 

 Define Retail Merchandising System (RMS) 

 Explain at a high level the integration of RMS with other applications 

Functional Overview 

 Describe application functionality 

 Describe navigation 

RMS Functional Overview 

 Describe application functionality 

 Describe navigation 

Physical and Application Architecture 

 Identify hardware and software requirements for Retail Merchandising 

System (RMS) 

 Describe the RMS physical and application architecture 

Installation 

 Database installation tasks 

 Batch installation tasks 

 Application server installation tasks 

Localization and Data Conversion 

 Describe the process of localization 

 Explain data conversion  

Batch Processing 

 The purpose of batch programs in RMS  

 How to configure RMS 



 Logging in to RMS 

 The system options table 

Organizational Hierarchy 

 Describe the organizational hierarchy in RMS 

 Identify tables involved in the organizational hierarchy and understand the 

relationship between each table 

 Identify online forms involved in the organizational hierarchy 

 Explain the relationship between each form and its base table involved in the 

organizational hierarchy 

 Identify batch programs involved in the organizational hierarchy 

 Explain the relationship between each batch program and its driving table or 

file involved 

Merchandise Hierarchy 

 Describe the merchandise hierarchy of RMS 

 Identify tables involved in the merchandise hierarchy and the relationship 

between each table 

 Identify online forms involved in the merchandise hierarchy 

 Explain the relationship between each form and its base table involved in the 

merchandise hierarchy 

 Identify batch programs involved in the merchandise hierarchy 

 Explain the relationship between each batch program and its driving table or 

file involved in the merchandise hierarchy 

Supplier and Supplier Sites 

 Describe setting up suppliers in RMS 

 Identify tables involved in supplier maintenance and explain the relationship 

between each table 

 Identify online forms involved in supplier maintenance 

 Explain the relationship between each form and its base table involved in 

supplier maintenance 

 Identify batch programs involved in supplier-related processes, and the 

relationship between each batch program and its driving table or file 

involved in supplier-related processes 

 Explain supplier sites 



Item Maintenance 

 Describe item maintenance in RMS 

 Identify and explain the item online processes, batch processes, and data 

flows 

 Identify the high-level integration points associated with items 

Pack Item Maintenance 

 Describe pack item maintenance in RMS 

 Identify and explain the pack item online processes 

Cost Maintenance 

 Describe cost maintenance in RMS 

 Identify and explain the cost maintenance online processes and batch 

processes 

 Identify high-level integration points, key tables, online forms, and batch 

programs involved in cost maintenance–related processes 

Purchase Order 

 Describe purchase order maintenance in RMS 

 Identify and explain the purchase order maintenance online processes 

 Name key tables associated with purchase order maintenance 

 


